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Abstract - Congestion is a major problem in computer networks.  Congestion is considered one of the most essential 
problems in computer networks. Congestion occurs if the load in the network is greater than the capacity of router buffers. 
Congestion has many drawbacks. Such as, low throughput and high queuing delay. Many active queue management (AQM) 
methods have been developed to improve and control the congestion before the router buffer accumulated and overflowed. 
Many researchers have proposed (AQM) methods, such as Adaptive Gentle Random Early Detection (AGRED) and Fuzzy 
Logic Random Early Detection (FLRED). This paper   presents   a   comparison between two AQM methods, i.e.  FLRED, 
and the Adaptive GRED regarding for two performance measures throughput (T) and average   queueing   delay   (D). In this 
paper, AGRED and FLRED methods have been evaluated and measured. In order to decide, which method presents more 
satisfactory performance results. After the simulation implemented, the result displays that the AGRED method offers the 
most satisfactory D results than FLRED method when congestion   occurs.   Also,   in   congestion and non-congestion 
status; AGRED and FLRED methods present the similarity performance results either congestion or non-congestion. 
 
Keywords - Congestion networks, Fuzzy logic, Adaptive congestion control, Fuzzy logic Random Early Detection 
(FLRED), Adaptive GRED. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Now days, the internet is expanded in the entire 
world. Thus, the request huge of data among 
organization users in a form of packet also increased. 
Then, the       arriving       packets       cannot       be 
accommodated   due   to   lack   of   network 
resources this       indicates       occurring congestion 
at router buffers of networks [1].  Congestion can 
worsen a network performance [2], through growing 
the probability of queuing delay.     In     addition, 
congestion may decrease the number of packets have 
been served in the router buffer  Drop-tail method is 
one of the most unknown methods in controlling and 
managing congestion control[3]. This method 
employed the total size of router buffer. The Drop-tail 
uses First-Come-first-Served (FCFS) scenario, In 
Drop-tail method all the incoming packets are drop 
when the router buffer overflowed. When the packets 
arrive in normal way the Drop-tail method operate in 
efficient manner. On the other hand, when the 
incoming packets arrive suddenly the traffic will 
increase and the drop-tail router buffer becomes full, 
and every packet arrive will overflowed. That leads to 
increase the average queuingdelay and decrease the 
throughput [4, 5].  

 
Figure 1: Congestion Control 

AQM methods come to improve the drawbacks of 
drop-tail method [ref]. By, controlling the congestion 
before the router buffer completely becomes full. In 
order to decrease the probability of queuing delay and 
increase the throughput. Many (AQM) methods have 
presented. Such as, Dynamic GRED [6], Enhanced 
AGRED[7], Gentle RED[8]. Other AQM methods 
use the fuzzy logic indicator to detect the congestion 
at early stage. Such as, GREDFL method [9], Fuzzy 
logic RED [10], REDD1 methods[11, 12].  
 
Most of AQM methods use either the average queue 
length (aql) or the queue length (ql) as a congestion 
indicator in the router buffer [8]. aql indicator plays 
main role in controlling the congestion in the router 
buffer. Thus, most of the AQM methods router 
buffers have thresholds to detect the congestion at 
early stage. When, the arriving packets reached to the 
thresholds in the buffer. The router buffer control the 
congestion by start drops the packets immediately 
before the router buffer overflowed.  
 
Many AQM method use fuzzy logic controller (FLC) 
approaches in order to    use    them    as    congestion    
control approaches [13]. This   paper   presents   a   
comparison between   two   AQM   methods   
(FLRED and Adaptive   GRED)   with reference to 
several performance measures (T, D). In order to 
show which method introduce more performance 
results after simulated, In case of either congestion or 
non-congestion. 
This paper is organized as the following: AGRED 
method introduce in section 2. Section 3 shows the 
fuzzy logic RED. Simulation Information FLRED 
and AGRED methods introduce in section 4. Section 
5 shows the simulation results of the performance   
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measure   results   for   FLRED and AGRED.   Lastly, 
paper conclusions are specified in Section 6. 
(throughput). Congestion can also produce 
unmaintained average queue length (aql). So, packet 
arrival rate exceeds the packet transmission rate, the 
queue size grows without bound. Figure 1 illustrates 
the scenario if congestion in the router buffer. 
 
II. THE AGRED METHOD 
 
The AGRED method has been proposed to enhance 
the performance of the existing gentle random early 
detection (GRED) method [14]. The AGRED method 
improves the parameter setting Dmax and offer better 
delay and throughput performance measures. 
AGRED method uses the same congestion measures 
and parameters those used in GRED method. In 
AGRED method the aql for arriving packets has been 
calculated.in order to decide dropping the packet. 
 

 
Figure 2 illustrates the AGRED pseudocode[14] 

The AGRED steps the same that exist in GRED 
method[14].Nevertheless, the AGRED method uses 
different equation to calculate the Dint performance 
measure. Equation 1 illustrates the way of calculating 
Dint. 
D୧୬୲ = D୫ୟ୶ + (ଵିୈౣ౮)

ଶ
× (ୟ୯୪ି୫ୟ୶୲୦୰ୣୱ୦୭୪ୢ)

୫ୟ୶୲୦୰ୣୱ୦୭୪ୢ
(1) 

So, when the performance measure aql value is 
between doublemaxthreshold and maxthreshold 
locations. The Dint value increases from Dmax value 
to 0.5. directly the aql value increases from 
maxthreshold to doublemaxthreshold location [14]. 
The AGRED method makes its router buffer 
overflow at times lower than those in GRED method. 
 
III. THE FUZZY LOGIC RED (FLRED) 
 
FLRED method has been presented in [10]. The 
FLRED method uses fuzzy logic for control and 
demonstrates the congestion. Fuzzy logic plays a 
main role in solving the problem of parametrization 
that existing in most of current AQM methods.in 
addition, The FLRED    uses    two    input    
linguistic variables ( aql ,D ) . In order to calculate 
Dp. The aql, D and Dp linguistic variables have a 
fuzzy set. See Figure 3.  
 
aql = {null aql,  trivial aql,  normal aql,  large aql } 
D =   {zero D, low D, moderate D, high D } 
Dp=   {zero Dp, trivial Dp, average Dp, long Dp }. 

Figure 3:FLRED Fuzzy Set 
The FLRED method uses triangular shape frames the 
input and output linguistic variables. Figure 4,5 and 6 
are illustrate membership function of the aql, D and 
Dp input linguistic variables [10].  
 

 
Figure 4: aql membership 

 
Figure 5: D membership 
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Figure 6: Dp membership 

 
If aql is null and D is zero then Dp is zero 
If aql is null and D is low then Dp is zero 
If aql is null and D is moderate then Dp is zero 
If aql is null and D is high then Dp is zero 
If aql is trivial and D is zero then Dp is zero 
If aql is trivial and D is low then Dp is zero 
If aql is trivial and D is moderate then Dp is normal 
If aql is trivial and D is high then Dp is normal 
If aql is normal and D is zero then Dp is zero 
If aql is normal and D is low then Dp is normal 
If aql is normal and D is moderate then Dp is long 
If aql is normal and D is high then Dp is long 
If aql is large and D is zero then Dp is long 
If aql is large and D is low then Dp is long 
If aql is large and D is moderate then Dp is long 
If aql is large and D is high then Dp is long 
Figure 7: The rules of the FLRED method based on aql and D 

 
Figure 7 illustrates the (IF and THEN) rules, Using 
the fuzzy inference process (FIP). FIP aims to 
introduce a Dp as an output linguistic variable using 
two input linguistic variables aql and D 
respectively.FIP calculates the Dp result using four 
steps [15]. The first step is fuzzification,The FIP 
input the two input logistic valuesaql and D. in order 
to create the membership degrees. 
The second step is evaluation of the rule. All the 
membership degrees are implemented in order to set 
the membership of the Dp output linguistic variable. 
The third step is aggregating. A single fuzzy set has 
accomplished in this step. The fourth step is 
defuzzification, the Centre of Gravity (COG)  
Method is implemented [16].  
 
IV. SIMULATION INFORMATION FLRED 
AND AGRED   
 
The simulations of FLRED and AGRED methods  are  
applied using  Java  environment  on  a  machine  
with the  following  specifications:  i5  processor kind  
with  speed  of  1.66  GHz  and  6  GB RAM. α 
Denotes to the packet arrival in the router buffer, theβ 
are denotes to the probability of packet departure 
from the router buffer [17]. The packet arrival applied 
A Bernoulli process and the packet departure applied 
the geometrically. Simulations  are  piloted  on  the  
methods of FLRED and AGRED using discrete-time 
queues scenario [18],  which  it  employs  a  slot  as  a  

time  unit. Packet arrival and departure actions can 
happen in each slot. The simulations of FLRED and 
AGRED methods are prepared on a router buffer 
node of a queueing network system, where the single 
queueing node is illustrated in Figure 8. The   
queueing   policy   of packets is First Come First 
Served (FCFS). 
 

 
Figure 8 : the single router buffer for FLRED and AGRED 

 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS   
 
In this section, a comparison is made betwe;en the 
two AQM methods (FLRED and AGRED) under 
several performance measures throughput and delay. 
in order to detect which  method  gives  more  
satisfactory performance results.  The parameters of 
contrasted methods are similar and have been set as 
follows: α is set to the range values [0.18-0.93]. βIs 
set to 0.5 in order to create congestion and non-
congestion situation. On the other hand to give more 
accurate results the capacity of the router buffer is set 
to 20. The paremeters setting, such as 
minthreshold,maxthreshold,qwDmaxand  
 
Table 1 : T and D performance results of FLRED and AGRED 

 
 
doublemaxthreshold are set as those in GRED 
method[ref]. In the simulation, a large number of 
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slots have been used (2000000) in order to generate a 
warming-up period. The warming-up period ends 
when the system reaches a steady state. 
The   performance   measure   results   are 
implemented   by   changing   the   values   of packet 
arrival. Therefore, to insure provides better  
performance  is  only  given  based  on the  values  of  
packet arrival .  After the system arrivesthe    steady    
state,    the    evaluations    of performance measures 
can be accomplished. For each α, the simulations are 
run ten times in which  in  each  run. All performance   
measure   results for FLRED and AGRED methods 
are given in Table 1 and.  Table 1 illustrates aql and 
D results   of   the   FLRED and   the AGRED   
versus  α .    
It is clarified in Table 1 that FLRED and AGRED 
gives similar performance  measure  results  with  
reference to   T either congestion or non-congestion. 
On the other hand, AGRED   show   similar 
performance  measure  results  with  reference to   D 
when  a  is  either  0.18  or 0.33.   In   this   case,   no   
congestion   has occurred.  However, when a turns to 
0.48 or 0.63, a congestion situation is exist at the 
router buffers of the AGRED method. Therefore, 
AGRED      method generates D   results smaller than 
that of FLRED method. Also the D   results of 
FLRED and AGRED shown the similar performance 
result in case the congestion is present 
(0.78,0.93).The  reason  that  the  AGRED  gives D   
results  smaller  than  FLRED when a heavy 
congestion is presented, is due to  that  A GRED  
router  buffer  drops amount   of   packets   larger   
than   FLRED method.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper FLRED and AGRED method has been 
compared with reference to throughput and delay 
performance results. The aim of comparison to show 
which method gives better performance measures. 
Comparison's show FLRED and AGRED offered 
similar T either in congestion or non-congestion. 
Nevertheless, the AGRED method   outperformed    
the FLRED with regard to D when congestion is 
present but not heavy a=0.48 and 0.36). However, 
AGRED and FLRED methods give the same result 
when heavy congestion is presented  
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